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This issue of Parent Perspectives contains testimonials from FPS-ers from our Australian affiliate. It is
wonderful to see the impact that Future Problem Solving has had on its participants and to see where they are
now! Please enjoy, be inspired, and consider submitting your own testimonial or story of your
FPS experience!!

My introduction to the Future Problem Solving program was a stall at my
school's open day in year 7 (aged 12). I thought it sounded fascinating and
as an avid writer I was drawn to the Scenario Writing option. I was offered
the chance to submit a story for evaluation and jumped on it readily- not
expecting anything from it, just excited to delve into the topic of “Smart
Clothes.” To my surprise my first scenario 'A Crooked Note' placed third in
the in the Australian affiliate. This success ignited a passion for FPS that is
still burning strong over 15 years later.
The next year I joined a Global Issues team, something that as a
precocious, fiercely-independent teen I was hesitant about. Thankfully, I
soon learnt that with other like-minded, gifted students I could actually learn
to enjoy teamwork!
Researching the different futuristic topics was fascinating and spurred me on to
research further for my classwork too, particularly in science. Learning the
GIPS process taught me a great way to organise my thoughts that I still use in
post-graduate study today.

Emily Dirckze

Many of my favourite memories of high school come from FPS: debating in training over the
possibility of seriously including 'mind-chips' and 'rain-dances' in step 3; spending the weekend
making decorations for our CmPS stall; writing draft-after-draft for ScW trying to get the setting just
right; sharing experiences with students from across the country at Australian affiliate bowls;
implementing the 'talking-pen' at IC when discussion got a touch too heated; proudly carrying
extravagant American-sized trophies through airport security.
FPS also gave me my first opportunity to teach others- I loved coaching a younger team through
shifts and restatements, and felt like a true professional visiting other schools to introduce them to the
program. I also started evaluating GIPS whilst still at school- working with the national committee at
affiliate bowls was a little nerve-wracking at first but I quickly felt part of the team.
As I left school, I was honoured to be awarded the inaugural FPSPI “Creating the Future” student
scholarship (which I promptly spent on textbooks for University). Not wanting to leave the FPS
community behind me I continued to evaluate GIPS and started also evaluating ScW as well as
writing Future Scenes for Australia- I always marvel over the possibilities I never imagined that
students are able to find in my writing.
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Currently I am the Australian affiliate Scenario Writing Coordinator and I
love reading the works of all our talented students- I'd choose junior ScW
stories over Black Mirror any day! The affiliate bowl is still a highlight of my
year- but instead of running around costumed in garbage bags and
aluminium foil I'm celebrating with the rest of the committee at 1am after
finally finishing evaluating.
The Future Problem Solving Program has afforded me many opportunities
including international success, and gave me something exciting to engage
in when school wasn't always the most enriching environment. I will
forever be grateful that I found this friendly, encouraging community as a
young student, and for the world of enquiry and enrichment that FPS
opened up.
Emily Dirckze

Pictured on page 2:
In addition to
volunteering for the
Australian affiliate,
Emily works as a
Registered Nurse in
an operating theatre,
specializing in
orthopedics. She is
also doing
postgraduate
studies this year.

‘The DEVastators’ – Our FPS Journey!
Hello friends of FPS. My name is Partha (Dev), a Structural
Engineer by profession and based in Perth, Western Australia. I and
my wife, Indrani, have one son, Girik who is presently in his final
high school year and is the FPS’er of our family. His friends and
family call him Ricky and I have been fortunate enough to be his
FPS coach since 2014.
Let me take you back to 2014 when our FPS journey began, the
year when Girik was in year 7 of his high school, which had just
introduced the FPS program. We believed that he was selected in
Girik and his parents in 2014
the school FPS team and I impulsively registered myself for the
coach’s workshop believing that I could supplement Girik’s training at
home. At the workshop, I was the only non-academic outlier in the
room that was packed with school teachers. But, the excitement of becoming an FPS coach was soon
short-lived when we learnt that Girik was not selected to represent his school team in the final narrowed
down shortlist.
After overcoming the initial disappointment and on his school’s advice, Girik convinced me to register and
coach him in the program as an individual, which turned out to be the turning point of his life and mine.
He responded very well to the FPS program, and between the years 2014 and 2018, Girik qualified for the
FPS Australian National Finals every single year. He also qualified for the FPSPI International Conference
in Individual GIPS in 2015 wherein he came 14th in the world. He then decided to co-coach (with me) and
register a team with three other school friends in 2017. Our team was named ‘The DEVastators” and it
qualified for the FPSPI International Conference in 2018 that was held in Wisconsin USA, where the team
won the 3rd position in the Senior GIPS competition. Their solution for the FPSPI topic of Criminal Justice
was an ‘EQ RoboCOP’ powered by Quantum Computing. Don’t be surprised to see our Qubit powered
RoboCOP on the streets fighting crime humanely soon in the future!
After the win at IC, Girik decided to temporarily take a breather from FPS to focus on his academics in his
final year at school. I am just glad that he did so after landing the big trophy on our hungry hands. The
arduous FPS journey over the years for Girik taught him valuable lessons in resilience while coping with
frustrations trying to come up with solutions to problems of the future, frequent dad-son quibbles over
strategies, sacrificing weekends and foregoing all social commitments spanning over years to prepare for
the FPS booklets and competitions… simply put, it was a crusade dipped in blood, sweat & tears.
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It will be a travesty if I do not acknowledge the support we
got from the Australian FPS committee, in reaching thus far
in our FPS journey. Also Girik could not have done without
the emotional support provided by his mum, Indrani, who
helped him survive his entire teenage life training under the
toughest coach in the world who also part-timed as his dad
during the non-coaching hours, which effectively sealed all
his escape routes throughout his teen years.

Girik has grown in maturity
and FPS!

This story will also not be complete without sharing with you
how I honed my own problem solving skills as an FPS coach
by training my brain to think 24 x 7. And this has also paid
rich dividends in my professional life. I have applied FPS
skills to solve the most complex problems in the oil and gas
industry where I work. My recent appointment in an
international role as the Australian Chair of the international
ISO Standards committee for Offshore Structures bears a
solid testimony to that. So I hope our FPS story motivates
other parents to take leadership in their own hands when it
comes to guiding the future of their children and I am sure
that they will find it a very rewarding experience.

In the future, Girik and I plan to coach students in FPS to replicate our journey and aim higher. I also
hope to one day pair up with my son to form a father-son adult team to compete and win that one
prize that has eluded us so far… the coveted first place GIPS champion trophy at the international
FPSPI competition. So watch that space!

September and October are
exciting months in the FPS
season! The Northern
hemisphere is just beginning
the competitive year and the
Southern hemisphere is
gearing up for their national
finals! Best wishes to all!

The Parent Perspectives has a NEW look, and a new
committee! Please consider joining this committee whose role
is to create informational newsletters for parents of our FPS
students and participants! The committee is very low key and
everything is done via email.
When you volunteer to serve on the committee, we ask you to
write or solicit someone to write an article and supply us with
photos or other visuals appropriate for the newsletter. This is a
once a year commitment! Please consider joining our team!
We’d love to have representation from a variety of affiliates!
If interested, simply email April in the international office at
april@fpspi.org, or Cyd Rogers @ cyd.rogers@austinisd.org.

We wish everyone a SUCCESSFUL 2019-20 year in
Future Problem Solving!
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